You can change your site to a different Theme, that only you can see, when logged into your account. This allows you to prepare a different Theme, while still displaying your current Theme to customers.

CHOOSE THEMES

DISABLED THEMES

- **0 Point 7.x-1.13**
  - Developed by Dr. Redul.
  - Enable | Enable and set default

- **Aberdeen 7.x-2.0**
  - Aberdeen is a fresh design that balances simplicity, soft, neutral background colors, plenty of whitespace and big nice typography
  - Enable | Enable and set default

- **Academia 7.x-1.0-beta2**
  - A clean and elegant theme focused on readability and textual content. Suitable for informational sites with lots of text. Multiple colour schemes.
  - Enable | Enable and set default

CONFIGURE THE THEME KEY TOOL

SET A THEME TO DISPLAY FOR YOUR ACCOUNT

1. **Hello RyanQuinn**
2. **Log out**
3. **RyanQuinn**
You will now see the site in the selected Theme when you visit any customer-facing pages. This will allow you to configure Blocks, change colors (if the Theme allows it), etc.

The changes you make under the selected theme will remain and you can resume working on it at any time and you can switch between working on the theme and revert to viewing the default again.

**VIEW THE SITE IN THE DEFAULT AGAIN**

You will now be seeing the site in the default theme.

When you have finished setting up the new theme you can set it as the default to make it visible to all.

**SET NEW THEME LIVE**

Your newly selected theme is now visible to all visitors.